LOCOMOTIVE CLASS 723.6
NEW LOCOMOTIVES/723.6

The class 723.6 railway vehicle is designed for medium shunting and line service on main line and regional railways, and
industrial sidings with a 1 435 mm gauge. The four-axle diesel locomotive with 18.0 to 19.5 tonnes per axle utilises
electric AC/DC power transmission. The wheel arrangement is B'o B'o with a maximum speed of 50 km/h. The vehicle
fulfils the kinematic construction gauge UIC 505-1 standard.

Benefits and advantages:
high reliability
low operating and maintenance costs
environmentally friendly operation
– EU Stage IIIA/IIIB emission limits
modern concept and design
application of unified solutions
high comfort and safety for the operator
excellent visibility
high comfort and safety for the operator
air dryer
skid protection
optional electrodynamic brake system (EDB)
optional wheel slide protection
optional remote radio control
optional automatic coupling device

The main frame is embedded using eight rubber-metal supports on a four-axle undercarriage consisting of twin two-axle
bogies, between which the fuel tank is located. The drive unit is located in the front hood of the locomotive. It consists of
a Caterpillar C18 diesel engine and a Siemens traction alternator. Both these machines are connected together as one unit
and they are fitted into the main frame of the locomotive, using a single intermediate frame. The power transmission from
the diesel engine to the driving wheelset is electric (AC/DC) and consists of a traction alternator, a rectifier and four seriesparallel connected traction motors. The traction motor is specific for the wheelset to which it is fitted, using sliding
suspension bearings. Additionally, most of the auxiliary drives are stored in the front hood, together with the cooling block
for the diesel engine and the pneumatic block. In the rear hood are located an electrical switchboard. The power regulation
and the control of the entire locomotive are effected using a “MSV elektronika” control system. Also installed are three
compressed air brake systems (i.e. automatic, direct actuated, additional), a mechanical manual parking. The automatic
brake constitutes part of the DAKO-GP system and is operable in both the passenger mode and the cargo mode.

Interoperability:

Parameters of 723.6:
Gauge
Number of powered axles
Wheelset arrangement
Maximum speed
Output transmission

1 435 mm
4
B'o B'o
50 km/h
diesel-electric
AC/DC
Diesel engine
CAT C18
Engine output
522 (IIIA) / 570 (IIIB) kW
Maximum towing capacity
222 kN
Total weight
72 - 78 tonnes
Axle load
18.0 – 19.5 tonnes
Compressor output
140 - 175 m3/h
Fuel tank volume
4 000 l
Climate class
-25 to +40 °C
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